2018 figures

- **725** exhibitors with security activities
- **86** official delegations from security domain
- **2** security technology clusters: "Critical infrastructures and sensitive facilities security" and "Civil Security, crisis management and people security" since 2014
- The presence of the Ministry of the Interior since 2014
- **Outdoor live demonstrations realised by institutions:** Prefecture de Police inter-services, RAID and GIGN
- **14 conferences** dedicated to security topics: the Security Forum realised by S&D magazine, a conferences cycle organised by the Ministry of the Interior, a conference about the videoprotection by AN2V, Etc.

Represented topics

- Videoprotection
- Mobility
- Attenuated lethality
- Individual protection
- Intelligence
- Communication systems
- Cybersecurity

Media partners
EUROSATORY CITY

For the first time at the exhibition, indoor live demonstrations only dedicated to security

Eurosatory create completely a village allowing exhibitors from security domain to present their equipment during predefined scenarios in real situations.

Technical presentations of solutions and systems in action for the private and public sectors.

Themes of the scenarios

- Videoprotection
- Communication
- Detection - Identification – Theft – Anti-Intrusion
- Access security - Major events
- Intervention

Eurosatory 2018, general key figures

57,056 visitors from 153 countries
1,802 exhibitors from 63 countries +14.7%
227 official delegations
696 journalists

For any questions about the terms and conditions of participation, please contact:

Jérémy VIGNA - Sales & Marketing Director
Tel.: +33 (0)1 44 14 51 52 - Mob.: +33 (0)6 07 74 20 28
E-mail: j.vigna@cogesevents.com

www.eurosatory.com